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JULY 3, 2018:
Summer Board of Directors Meeting

JULY 3-4, 2018:
NSA Masterclass

JULY 4-8, 2018:
35th Annual NSA Conference

AUGUST 10, 2018:
NYC Mock Interviews

AUGUST 14, 2018:
Rockville Chapter at Camden Yards - Orioles vs. Mets

OCTOBER 6, 2018:
NSA Dallas Don’t Tell Me To ‘Slow Down’ 5K Dallas

OCTOBER 20, 2018:
Portland 1-Day Conference

OCTOBER 21, 2018:
NSA North Carolina Don’t Tell Me To ‘Slow Down’ 5

JULY 4-7, 2019:
36th Annual NSA Conference

EVENTS

For complete details visit westutter.org

The goal of our Annual Conference is to help those who stutter 
to explore attitudes toward speaking and stuttering, gain self-
confidence, and hear the latest in stuttering research and 
treatment.

Persons who stutter make up a diverse group, with no two 
people stuttering in exactly the same way. Because of this, 
the management of stuttering is an individual journey and one 
that we’d like to help you with. Because one size does not fit 
all when it comes to stuttering, we strive to include a variety 
of perspectives and ideas when planning our Conference, and 
hope that attendees will leave the conference with at least a 
few ideas that they can put to use in their personal lives.

In addition to an extensive lineup of workshops for everyone 
from kids to adults, professionals to parents, we have two 
fantastic Keynote Speakers to treat you with this year!  Terry 
Finley, Founder and CEO of West Point Thoroughbreds, 
brings us ‘Always Dreaming’, while Annie Bradberry, 
long-time NSA’er and former Executive Director, brings it 
home with ‘Getting Out of Your Own Way’. We are excited 
to host and hear from both of these illustrious speakers! 

Connect with friends, find a roommate, 
and see who’s getting up to what/when, 
on our  35th Annual NSA Conference 
Facebook  event. This is  the  place to 
chat about specifics, ask questions, and 
connect with others before we come 
together in Chicago. Just search 35th 
Annual NSA Conference on Facebook 
and join in the conversation!

Want to stay active and fit while in 
Chicago? Join us! Our NSA Fit! program 
will lead daily activities such as group 
walks/runs, bike ride, fitness classes, and 
other opportunities to stay active.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
TOURS & EVENTS! 

We pride ourselves on offering a wide array of 
tours and fun events in the evenings to give you 
an opportunity to let loose and explore the area, 
all while having fun with NSA friends old and new. 
The full details on each event will be provided in 
your conference program. If you forgot to register 
ahead of time, be sure to check what is available 
for purchase at the door (first come, first serve). 

Wednesday, July 4th

   CHICAGO’S FIRST LADY 
   ARCHITECTURAL TOUR 
   5:00PM-7:00PM 

Thursday, July 5th

   FIRST TIMERS LUNCHEON 
   12:00PM

   NSA 5th ANNUAL BINGO BLOWOUT 
   7:00PM

   CHICAGO DOUBLE DECKER  
   6:00PM-9:00PM

   NSA BOWLING NIGHT 
   7:00PM-9:00PM

   NSA LAUGHS  
   9:00PM-11:00PM

   NSA’S GOT TALENT! JUNIOR 
   3:00PM-5:00PM 

Friday, July 6th

   NSA’S GOT TALENT! 
   7:00PM-9:00PM 

Saturday, July 7th

   SATURDAY NIGHT BANQUET 
   6:45PM

Terry Finley Annie Bradberry
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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shame I had never felt until that day. She nodded and told me to go 
on. She placed her hand on my shoulder for comfort – something 
someone had never done for me. The realization that she actually 
cared touched me so deeply that I was crying as I was reading. It 
was so relaxing to finally be myself in front of someone for the 
first time. This went on for about 20 minutes, and within that time 
I finished 4 pages. 

After the reading session, Ms. Rhonda decided to schedule two 
reading sessions a week after school. She never called on me in 
class. In fact, I found out later that she held separate talks with the 
principal, superintendent, counselor, and all my teachers about my 
stutter. 

It was during my final presentation, which was also scheduled after 
school, that I believe I cracked the solution to my problem. Ms. 
Rhonda had an affinity for classical music, which often played in 
the background during her classes (I remember it driving students 
crazy!). As I began preparing for another disappointing display, 
Bach was in the background playing Minuet. At first, the music 
was interfering with my thought process but slowly I realized that 
if I spoke somewhat in rhythm with the tune my stutter would 
virtually disappear. As I stood there, apprehensive to start, I 
recalled the many times I would sing without a hint of a stutter. I 
had not realized until then that I never ever stuttered when I sang. 

The realization blew my mind. 

I felt a smile appear on my face as I allowed the music to penetrate 
my thoughts. Like a warm film cozily descending upon my tongue 
blanketing it gently reaching my throat. The feeling carried with it 
a cool breeze which seemingly blew breath inside my lungs. 

I presented.  Not perfectly, I blocked on some letters and substituted 
words (since I was not reading) but I kept going. My breathing was 
calm and my face relaxed. Minuet concluded mid-presentation, 
and I asked Ms. Rhonda rewind it (yes, this was before iPhones 
and iPods). The words rolled on my tongue and danced out of my 
mouth in tune with the rhythm of Bach once again.  

My body relaxed. I concluded my presentation. Silence enveloped 
Ms. Rhonda’s classroom as we both stood looking at one another. 
“What have you been doing?” Ms. Rhonda asked. I didn’t have 
an answer. “You have very much improved since the last time 
you read to me.” She was as shocked an impressed as I was. I 
explained best as I could how I realized that if I spoke in tune with 
the music, words roll out much smoother and I was less prone to 
feeling blocks. I vividly remember her smiling the whole time I 
was explaining. Ms. Rhonda was so happy and proud of me that 
not only did she give me an ‘A+’ but she gave me the cassette tape!

During the summer break, after discovering the interesting 
relationship between music and my stuttering, I spent endless 
days learning how to use music to my advantage. I would practice 
reading while playing different types of music in the background 

to understand how it impacted my speech. My hard work paid 
off. I will never forget the first day of school in the 11th grade. 
I felt like a different person, I was a different person.  I felt alive 
and part of the world and was finally able to share my thoughts, 
experiences and ideas. Believe it or not, I became somewhat of 
a talker. I enjoyed listening to myself speak clearly. I sounded 
normal. More importantly, I sounded competent.  My confidence 
began to soar and as I began participating in debates and panel 
discussions, I was one of the most active students during my final 
years of high school. Still no one (at least to my knowledge) was 
aware of my stutter. 

All the while I was still able to switch not only words but languages 
and dialects when speaking, as I come from a multicultural 
background. I was strategically avoiding words I couldn’t say. 
This along with the constant imaginary tune in the background 
blanketed my stutter completely. 

Life was good. 

My speech only improved as I went on to college and begin my 
professional career. I was a member of many organizations and was 
part of many panel discussions and speeches within my university 
and the community. I was even nominated for a leadership award. 

My public speaking skills naturally improved and, believe it or not, 
I have held many positions in leading corporate communications 
departments in various corporations. Currently, I am the Head 
of Corporate Communications for a regional/global company. 
This means that, on a daily basis, I present to board members, 
executives, members of government and journalists.  

I do still have what I call ‘bad stuttering’ days, but only a few. 
Often, when I feel the ‘bad stutter day’ rear its ugly head, I take 
a day off from work, tone down for the day, go out for a run or 
adjust my outlook for that day.  When none of those work, I think 
of Charlie sitting peacefully in my lap listening to me read. 

I have been avoiding admitting it aloud and have been living as 
a covert stutterer (a term I recently learned by reading through 
the NSA website) my entire life. However, I have come to terms 
with the fact that there is an entire community out there of people 
who are just like me; people who have gone through the same 
hardships and daily challenges. It was during this self-observation 
that I came across the NSA. 

I have since participated in one of your Stuttering in the Workplace 
webinars, and I am looking forward to attending my first NSA 
Conference this July! Although I will have to fly across continents 
(I currently live in Kuwait), I am determined to be with the NSA 
community.

By Sage Albenali, 2018 Conference First Timer

GO

I don’t know how to begin, as I have never told my story, let alone 
even open up about being a stutterer. 

I find one of the biggest challenges is the lack of awareness and 
understanding. I sometimes wonder if life would be easier for 
stutterers if more people understood how it feels like to be able to 
do what comes naturally to most people. Talking. 

I still remember vividly, around the age of nine, that I had started 
to use gestures instead of words. I was confused and could not 
understand why talking was such a challenge for me when others 
speak to naturally. In school, I would never raise my hand to ask to 
go to the bathroom. I would never raise my hand. Period. I avoided 
eye contact with teachers as if one look from them would send 
me to darkest depths of the universe never to be found. In some 
instances where I would get called on, I would attempt to answer 
only to find out that the answer was lodged in my throat refusing 
to come out. I would then slightly shake my head to the teacher 
indicating that I did not know the answer. The reaction was the 
same from all teachers; a disappointed tilt of the head with a slight 
frown. “Why does this kid have to be in my classroom”, I could 
practically hear the teachers’ inner voice say. 

“Why don’t you participate in class and speak with your 
classmates?” the principle or school counselor would ask me 
during the many times I was sent to their offices. What was I 
supposed to say? How was I to respond? Was I supposed to say 
that I am made fun of at home when I get stuck on a word? Even 
if I wanted to I couldn’t because I would likely get stuck on every 
single word in that sentence. And so, I was destined to most of my 
elementary-school life to always have extra homework and a note 
to my parents (that needed to be signed) telling them that “Sage 
needs to participate more in class!” 

       COVERT 
STUTTERER
LIFE 
AS A

Our family pet Charlie was the only friend to whom I was able to 
speak openly in front of without fear of judgment, and without the 
sense of embarrassment or incompetence. It was okay to have my 
face contort and twist while I spoke as I stroked Charlie between 
his eyes and under his chin. 

Reading was often my escape – and still is. I would sit down on 
the tall grass in our backyard with Charlie in my lap reading my 
favorite book, Grimm’s Fairy Tales, aloud. In particular, I was 
especially fond of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. For some 
reason, I felt that I would fit just right with the dwarf family and 
become an eighth dwarf. I even developed a name for myself; 
Silly. The name came from a classmate named Sara – my first 
crush – who, upon seeing me speak one time while trying to say 
my name, laughed and called me ‘silly’. In her defense, she did not 
mean it to be cruel, but actually thought I was trying to be funny. 

Silly. That was the way I figured I needed to introduce myself 
to high school. I wasn’t concerned about acne, girls, grades or 
being ‘cool’. My sole thought was to ensure that I kept my stutter 
a secret. Imagine stuttering during your first day in high school! Or 
stuttering in high school, period!

On that first day, I treaded through the high school grounds 
wearing a bright colored name tag: “Hi! My name is Sage!”, the 
tag announced. Yes, students pointed and laughed but moreover, in 
class, teachers didn’t ask my name! When it came to introducing 
ourselves, I remember one teacher saying, “Okay so we know your 
name is Sage. How are you Sage?” With a big smile I answered 
back “I’m doing great.” Everyone laughed and boy was that a 
relief! My plan had worked. I kept the name tag on for most of 
the week just to make sure my teachers would remember my name 
and not have to ask about it later. 

Throughout 9th and 10th grade, I kept to myself and was known as 
a quiet student. My English teacher, Ms. Rhonda, was the only one 
who knew about my stutter and its severity since we were required 
to read aloud in class and, to my dismay, give a presentation in 
front of the entire classroom as one of the final projects. I knew I 
needed to let Ms. Rhonda know about my situation immediately. 
Otherwise, I knew it would blow my cover. After explaining my 
situation to her during the first week of class, she asked to speak 
with me after school. When I entered the empty classroom to see 
her, she requested I read a passage she had chosen out of the book 
we were reading in class, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. I looked 
around the class again to make sure no one else was with us and 
that the door was closed. 

I took a deep breath and started reading. It was a disaster; my face 
began twisting and contorting. I kept on reading and was losing 
my breath. I pushed on, even though I could feel my face turning 
read from the loss of breath. Still I kept reading. Spittle began 
raining on the page in front of me as I blocked on the letters ‘p’ 
and ‘b’. I looked raised my head and looked at Ms. Rhonda with 
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THE ULTIMATE NSA 
CONFERENCE CITY

ONCE UPON A TIME, IN 2015, THERE 
WAS A CONFERENCE PLANNED FOR 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS... 

The National Stuttering Association had a beautiful property 
reserved, located in the heart of the Magnificent Mile. It was in 
the process of being renovated, and would reopen just in time 
to welcome the NSA attendees, who would enjoy sparkling 
new rooms and amenities. The local chapters - City of Chicago, 
Naperville, and Chicago South - had lined up volunteers and 
planned the welcoming activities. The 4th of July was on Saturday 
that year, and promised to be the capstone event.

Then…the hotel renovations didn’t finish on time. 

Then…a famous band decided to play their last-time-ever-on-
planet-Earth concert. In Chicago. On the same weekend as the 
NSA conference. All of a sudden, all hotel rooms within a 25-
mile radius were $1000/night, or higher.

I still remember that phone call from Kenny, then-Chairman of 
the NSA. It was an evening in March: dark, wet, cold, while I 
was walking through a deserted train station (seemingly fitting, 
in hindsight!).

“Katie. Do you have a minute? We need to talk...”

I had a feeling I knew what this was about.

“We have to move the conference.” 

The disappointment and grief in his voice were palpable. 

“I wanted to let you know, first.”

I was dismayed, but I knew it was the right call. I felt like I needed 
to cheer Kenny up. 

“It’ll come back here soon”, I offered. He was not consoled. 

The move was officially announced the next day, so that 
attendees across the country could change their flights and hotel 
reservations. I received a flurry of e-mails, texts, and Facebook 
messages, and it was the NSA rallying support in true NSA 
fashion.

We were able to switch gears, and our Annual Conference in 
Baltimore in 2015 was a fantastic conference, an incredible feat 
that speaks to the talent of the NSA staff and conference planning 
team. It is no small task moving an 800+ person event halfway 
across the country on three months’ notice. As wonderful as that 
event was, the same words were repeated over and over to me: 

“This was great, but I hope we do go to Chicago soon.”

Well friends, here we are. It’s time. WELCOME TO CHICAGO!  
It has been worth the wait.

We had a great conference planned for 2015. When I say that this 
year’s is going to be so much better, I am not exaggerating.

Tammy has sourced what I would describe as the ultimate NSA 
conference hotel - the Sheraton Grand. It sits on the intersection of 
the Magnificent Mile and the Chicago River—two thoroughfares 
packed chock-full of gorgeous views, tourist attractions, shopping, 
and dining options that range from hot dogs to James Beard 
winners. The lobby bar area is (pardon my French) GINORMOUS, 
covering nearly the entire footprint of the hotel. No jostling for 
seats as you chatter with newfound BFFs until the wee hours of 
the morning. There is room for everyone to sit in couches, chairs, 
tables; conversing, eating, and drinking while enjoying views of 
the river. If you could custom-build an NSA conference watering 
hole from scratch, this would be it.

The lower level has a casual burger restaurant that opens out onto 
extensive riverfront patio seating (I stopped by just a few weeks 
ago to enjoy a hot dog and the summer breeze). A ten-minute 
walk out the front door takes you to some of Chicago’s most well-
known steakhouses and upscale culinary offerings. Shopping runs 
all up and down the Magnificent Mile and State Street (including 
the original American Girl Place, if you and your Gabriella want 
a joint spa day). 

Our hotel is an eight-minute door-to-door walk to the boarding 
location for the Chicago Architecture Foundation riverboat tours, 
the absolute must-do activity for all visitors (I’ve done it myself 
three times, and am due for another!). Active NSA’ers are moments 
away from the lakefront, with its biking and running trails, beaches, 
and stretches of parks. Chicago is a very bike-friendly town, and 
visitors can make use of the popular rent-by-the-hour Divvy bikes 
that have stations on every corner.

BEYOND THE HOTEL
Even though our hotel and its immediate environs have more than 
enough to offer during the four-day conference experience, you 
should go exploring. Really.

Summer in Chicago is something of a sacred season. We are 
trapped indoors for around eight months of the year, relegated to 
Netflix and shopping online. Then spring arrives, and suddenly it 
is time to go outside.

There is no city that does summer quite like Chicago. There is a 
general practice among locals that we do not travel in the summer, 
because nothing beats summer in this city. Every week and 
weekend is packed with festivals, outdoor concerts, and arts fairs, 
all across our various unique neighborhoods. Summer is patio 
season, so make sure you spend at least one breakfast or brunch or 
afternoon relaxing outdoors with a view of the goings-by (bonus 
points if it’s a rooftop!). 

Many of the best outdoor summer experiences are free! Millennium 
Park hosts outdoor lawn concerts all summer long. Maggie Daley 
Park, designed for kids 2-12, is the ultimate epic playground (it’s 
like if Walt Disney designed your jungle gym). Next door to the 
playground areas is an outdoor rock climbing wall for all ages, 
with the lake on one side and shadowed by Chicago’s architecture 
on the other sides. The Lincoln Park Zoo is a short Uber ride from 
the hotel, features all the lions and tigers and bears that you can 
ask for, and has no admission cost. Street fests may have a small 
donation request of $5, but will keep you busy for hours.

There is just one way this conference will be worse than all the 
earlier ones, and that is that it will be much harder than usual 
deciding what to do. The workshops and speaker line-up are 
outstanding as always. Still, speaking as a die-hard conference fan, 
you must get outside and go experience Chicago at some point. If 
you’re having a hard time deciding what to do and when, find a 
local and we’ll be thrilled to help you out! We Chicagoans are a 
proud people, but we love to share—especially with newcomers 
who want to be introduced to our home.

We’re known as the Second City, but when it comes to NSA, I 
think you’ll find the 2018 Chicago conference to be #1. GO

By Katie Gore

WELCOME
TO

CHICAGO!
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